If someone offered to do something for you—

**What** would you do?

Say "Go ahead"

... undoubtedly. Provided, of course, they were in a position to do it and you knew they could be trusted.

... that is what the P. G. A. is offering to do for any harassed chairman who feels he would like a little more information about a professional. Records of all professionals belonging to the Association are kept, which, added to the fact that members in good standing have passed tests that show them to be qualified to act as professionals, give the Association a firm basis on which to make replies.

*A letter or just a card will bring an immediate reply*

The Professional Golfers' Association of America

First National Bank Bldg. Chicago, Ill.

Let GOLFDOM advertisers help you. They are golf field experts.
Business Is Good
With The Pros
Who Are Selling
TUFHORSE
GOLF BAGS

... and we ought to know for we have the
proof in the orders you fellows are snapping
into us. Certainly your lively sales activities
confirm the success of TUFHORSE Bags as
the outstanding leader in pro shop sales.

Again, let us remind you to drop a hint to
the owners of those
dilapidated bags in
your racks ... that
whenever they
must part with
their old favorite,
you have a TUF-
HORSE ready and
worthy to take its
place.

The TUFHORSE
Line includes bags
made from: Gen-
uine Pigskin, Wal-
rus, Elkskin, Cow-
hide, DuPont Fab-
r i k o i d, Wexford,
English Service
Duck and Heavy
Canvas . . . with a
wide variety to
choose from.

New Photographic
Catalog Now
Ready for Profes-
sionals and Dealers
only.

"SUPERIOR" MODEL
Lists $65.00

DES MOINES GLOVE
&MFG. CO.

DES MOINES, IOWA

by that name, are hard to get for the
minny courses. There is at least one
moribund golf ball manufacturing
company that has been put back on its feet by
the demand for balls for these putting
courses. The remade ball companies are
doing a land office business in the new
field and the age-old complaint of caddies
stealing balls to sell to the second hand
dealers has taken on new volume due to
the lure of a bull market's prices for the
contraband rollers.

Putt With Brooms Is Better.

Some of the putters being used at these
courses are tragic or comical, according
to the way you look at it. Getting one
introduced to golf by deluding them that
these nondescript weapons are golf clubs
is taking money under false pretenses.
The miniature course providing its players
with decent equipment is protecting its
future. Putters that are real clubs, balls
that are round and clean and a selection
of the right clubs for men, women and chil-
dren, gives evidence of a real business
establishment.

Listen to what one of the honest, fore-
most manufacturers of golf equipment has
to say about miniature course putters. He
talks without malice for his own product
is in demand up to the limit of his fac-
tory capacity. He tells GOLFDOM:

"If this new crop of golfers is going to
get into the game properly and really
get actual practice and preparation for the
legitimate game on a larger course, it is
necessary that they work with the proper
tools from the beginning. We have had
brought into our office specimens of cheap
putters such as are used on a great many
of these courses, that, I am sure, could not
help but be a detriment to the develop-
ment of one's game. I think that far bet-
ter results might be obtained if many of
the players had broom sticks attached to
horse shoes to use instead of some of the
putters that are offered them at some of
these Tom Thumb courses. Some of the
clubs that have come in here have had
absolutely no balance, the shafts are bent
and whippy, and it would be impossible
for anybody to develop any amount of
skill through their use."

Lure of the Lights.

When the dope got around that 60 per
cent of the play on the miniature courses
was at night, owners of full sized fee
courses started to think deeply about the
matter. The private courses—most of them—are still numb to the discovery.

Nine holes of each of several fee plants have been illuminated and the results, while leaving room for improvement, are so satisfactory that night golf looms as one of the big draws in 1931 entertainment and sport. Illuminating engineers are working out installations that will make the ball easy to follow and find, with an initial and operating expense low enough to make the lighting plant a good investment. Minor league baseball has been using night lighting with great success this year and to forecast that night golf will be prominently in the pastime picture next year is simply stating a foregone conclusion.

Where the private clubs have been overlooking a hunch is in not lighting more of their practice putting greens. The clubs usually are trying to attract more dinner business, and this night use of one of the course details has been proved to be valuable as a magnet, according to the lesson from the miniature courses. Even if the increase in dinner volume is not large, there may be expected a reasonably good use of a night lighted putting green at a private course and a consequent boost in the volume of beverage business. Look over any club statement, note the profit rung up on the beverages, and you’ll see that this business deserves all possible encouragement.

Installation and operating costs are not out of line for illuminating a putting green and those clubs having such installations are finding them very popular.

SUPPLY HELP IN CLUB REFUSE DISPOSAL PROBLEM

NEW YORK CITY—Seth Sales Co., 62 W. 14th st., is booking many golf club orders for its “Burn-All” incinerator which is available in three sizes: the smallest with a capacity of 2½ bushels, selling for $32.50, and the largest, having 8½ bushels capacity, selling for $92.50. The device is for outdoor installation. It is odorless and spark-proof. It quickly disposes of garbage, refuse, rubbish, leaves, and other combustible material.

JUST because one fertilizer smells worse than another is no sign the former is any more efficient. Buy your fertilizer on the basis of your turf needs as established by an analysis—never mind the odor.
Fall Seeding Factors That Chart Successful Policy

By PROF. LAWRENCE S. DICKINSON

VERY few practical turf growers believe spring seeding of turf better than fall seeding. In fact the advantages in favor of fall seeding are so great, it seems strange that there are so many major-sized turf areas sown in the spring. Park, estate, and cemetery superintendents, however, are more frequently found with spring seeded turf than are the greenkeepers.

Unfortunately many greenkeepers have such unlimited faith in fall seeding that they consider it lightly and go about it carelessly, the result being a waste of time, money, and material, and what is worse, having discouraging results or experiences.

Fall seeding is not free from facts or factors that require thoughtful consideration. These factors must be considered separately and in many combinations. It is the purpose of this article to consider a number of the factors that contribute toward success or failure with fall seeding and at the same time to avoid, if possible, an expression of a seeding policy.

Difficult to Get Policy

The reasons for avoiding an expression of a seeding policy are several. One, the greenkeeper is better fitted to make the decisions as they affect his particular problem. Certainly such is the case if he realizes the most important factors that control the results. Two, seldom does one find entirely similar conditions at two or more different golf courses. Third, available funds, playing wishes of clubs, and what is extremely important, the ability of the greenkeeper to sort out facts from any article that apply to his course, his budget, and his experience, and discard the rest, are all different. With the above reasons for avoiding the definite statement of a fall seeding policy as a basis to work on, it is quite obvious that the remainder of this article, if it is to be of value, must be a series of more or less disconnected paragraphs, each dealing with a basic fact or cultural principle.

From these basic facts and cultural principles the reader can formulate a program to help in the solution of his particular problem. When formulating the policy to be adopted, bear in mind (here green-committeemen should take particular notice) that to obtain one desired result it may be necessary to go directly opposite several sound cultural principles. In fact the greenkeeper is constantly borrowing from "Peter to pay Paul" or choosing weekly sacrifices from his stock of good cultural experiences to offer upon the altar of the god of low scores.

Before discussing the factors that enter into fall seeding, a brief review of its advantages and criticisms should be considered, as compared with spring seeding.

Fall seeded grass plants have less weed competition in their youth. Young grass that has grown in the fall is present and growing in the spring before weeds think of germinating.

Better Root Systems

There is much evidence to show that fall sown grasses have better root systems than those sown in the spring.

There is less danger from loss by sun scald or dampening off if the seed is fall sown.

Fall rains may be long and cold, but seldom are they like the spring downpours that wash away earth, young plants and seed.

There are many other well known arguments in favor of fall seeding, and several equally well known in favor of the spring-time for sowing seed. There are three more or less hidden dangers to be avoided when seeding in the fall. One is unknown or untried drainage. Too many fairways and putting greens have been seriously damaged because the "drainage ought to be good" or it was not thought about. Another is the frost heaving of the young grass plants in the spring. This is not very serious as the universal practice of spring rolling usually corrects this difficulty. The third is the exaggerated me-
chanical injury that can occur to young turf during the winter months if there is little or no snow. Trespassing upon young grass during the winter months should constitute a crime punishable by no less a penalty than the ducking stool. This applies to trespassers on the snow over the grass as well as upon the grass itself.

Fall Seeding Facts

A late growing season will cause the young grass to grow tall, developing long leaves. With the leaf growth a normal root development may be expected. Result! More carbohydrates manufactured and root space for their storage, thus assuring a vigorous plant in the spring.

Too long grass mats, particularly under snow, furnishes an excellent culture medium for a fungus such as snow mould, which is very likely to be fatal to young grass.

The grass under mats does not start as early as shorter grass in the spring, causing a very uneven turf.

A growth of tall young grass invites clipping. Close clipping of young grass plants is very often fatal, as it removes all the leaf, leaving only a stem, and there is not sufficient root developed to grow new leaves.

Top clipping of young grass tends to cause it to stool more quickly than if untopped. Stooling is desirable as it gives a thick, strong turf.

Large stools on a putting green make a "bumpy" surface and bald crowns that require extra top-dressing.

Kentucky bluegrass seedlings prefer a long fall or to be sown early as compared with bent and fescues.

Seaside courses and those situated in the latitudes of mild winters should begin clipping their putting greens very early in the spring. The short bursts of spring weather that are common to such localities cause unexpected growth of the grass. If this growth is clipped there will be little danger from "bald crowns" or "stubble" and their accompanying troubles.

The turf should be clipped late in the fall on seaside courses to avoid too tall grass in the spring.

Nurse grasses are not as much needed in fall seedings as in spring. The purpose of a nurse grass is to afford protection from extreme weather conditions, particularly hot weather, to offer some protection against mechanical injury, to assist in crowding out weeds, and to fill in between the plants of the basic grasses until the

PRO-FINISH
MINTON
HICKORY GOLF SHAFTS

NATURAL TORSION
SWEETEST FEEL

Why experiment with unknown Substitutes?

It's no accident that the British Open, the British Amateur and American Open Championship were won with HICKORY SHAFTS.

The Progressive Pro can easily see the plain handwriting on the Wall.

MINTONS have been Hickory Golf Shaft Headquarters for 25 years and will continue to be—always furnishing high-class quality—and taking care of both Professional and Manufacturer.

Finished Putter Golf Shaft Clubs for Miniature Golf Courses—also Pro Finished Putter Shafts furnished promptly—in any quantity.

T. W. Minton & Co., Inc.
BARBOURVILLE, KY.
THE NEW 1.55-1.68 CLICK COLONEL LIFTS ITSELF

Every ounce of your drive gets this new larger and lighter golf ball down to the pin. Drive it straight. No worry about the "rise". It "flushes quickly".

The new 1.55-1.68 Click Colonel rises quickly. Because it is larger in size and lighter in weight, its get-away is far quicker than the old 1.62.

This feature permits you to get every inch of yardage out of your drive in distance. No waste of the punch to get the ball to rise. Play the new 1.55-1.68. Ask your Pro or Sporting Goods Dealer about them.

75c each — 9.00 per doz.

The regular CLICK COLONEL 1.62 size, will be available until Jan. 1, 1931.

COLONEL GOLF BALLS
ST. MUNGO MFG. CO. OF AMERICA
121-123 Sylvan Ave. Newark, N. J.

Seeds Per Pound

5. The number of seeds in one pound is very important for there is a variation from 6,000,000 to 227,000 in the varieties used by greenkeepers.

Following is a table showing the relative amount of seed of various species of grasses necessary to obtain a number of plants approximately equal to those that can be expected from one pound of Colonial bent seed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grass</th>
<th>Lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colonial bent 80-80</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German bent 80-80</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redtop 95-90</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky bluegrass 85-85</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chewings fescue</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian or English rye</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic rye</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In computing the above table all probable losses have been considered. From it one can easily see that a mixture consisting of four parts by weight of Kentucky bluegrass and one part redtop seed does not produce a plant ratio of 4 to 1 but 4 ÷ 2.9 x ¾ or 1.04 to 1. Also a mixture of two parts German bent and one part domestic rye is not 2 to 1 but 2 ÷ .8 x 16 or 40 to 1.
If Colonial bent is mixed with Chewings fescue in proportions greater than 2 to 1 the fescue plants will be so far apart that they will make tufts on a fairway and be of no use on a putting green.

Rye grasses to be of any use as a nurse grass must be in large proportion by weight to any of the basic grasses.

Redtop must be used with moderation or it will outnumber the basic grass.

Avoiding Cuppy Lies
Chewings fescue and redtop make an excellent fairway for sandy soils but the redtop will not remain more than a season and a half in fescue; therefore the fescue must be thick enough to cause a continuous turf after the redtop has disappeared, otherwise "cuppy lies" are the inevitable result on fairways. On greens, bare or weedy spots would be the result.

German bent does not need a nurse grass as there is usually plenty of redtop present.

Pre-seeding fertilizers should be used only after careful consideration of the probable results to be obtained from its use. Experiments and demonstrations have shown that on reasonably good soil where no pre-seeding fertilizer was used, the root growth was better than where fertilizers were used. Top growth was less but very hardy.

Nitrates and ammonia salts are not to be recommended as pre-seeding fertilizers as they stimulate too much leaf growth.

Grass Roots Lazy
Nitrogen for the young plants should be applied in a slowly available organic form, and such fertilizer should be worked into the top four inches of soil instead of the top inch. Grass roots are lazy and will not reach out for food if it is near at hand.

There is comparatively little loss of nitrogen from organic fertilizers, and many contain phosphoric acid, potash, magnesium, manganese, and calcium in small quantities.

An organic fertilizer applied as a top-dressing on new fall seeding is only slightly effective until spring. Then it will cause a luxuriant growth.

Phosphoric acid is generally conceded to assist root growth and therefore can be used to an advantage on any soil as a pre-seeding fertilizer.

Money invested in the preparation of the seed bed and topsoil will pay big dividends in lowered cost of maintenance of a desired quality. The soil can be "lightened," increased in organic content, and

When re-ordering Tees ask for

"PEG"

REG. U. S. PATENT OFFICE

Colored tops or all White Celluloid

“PEG” is clean, smooth and pleasant to handle.

Mounting sales clearly indicate that the trend is to “PEG,” the Celluloid Tee that is so easy to use.

Your Jobber has it.

GRANBY MFG. CO., Inc.
KEENE, N. H.
water-holding capacity, or drained better, easier, and at a lower cost before seeding than after.

Golfers are so anxious to get onto a new green or fairway that greenkeepers are forced to seed heavier than their judgment and good cultural practice dictates.

Too thick seeding of bents produces dampening off even in the fall. With all grasses it induces weak and spindly growth, yet I suppose it does crowd out the weeds.

How Heavy to Seed?

Let us assume that in a certain cubic foot of soil there is sufficient nitrogen (that is the most used element in growing turf) to supply 6,000 young seedlings and no more. Seeds that will grow 12,000 plants are sown on the area. What is the inevitable result? Spindly growth caused by the leaves reaching for light and not by fertilizer. At first, plants from late germinated seed and others naturally weak will disappear. Then almost simultaneously all of the remaining plants find themselves out of nitrogen. They then become weak because of retarded leaf growth and clover, tap-rooted weeds, and bare spots appear. If seeds enough for 3,000 plants are sown on the area the plants will be more healthy, deeper rooted and will not be starved.

Over-crowding of the grass plants as with persons does not permit normal development of the individual; also, there is the necessity for increased fertilization on crowded turf. How many "wonderfully thick" greens or fairways have we seen go bad because the food supply had been suddenly depleted, the caretaker thinking that the "beautiful and thick turf" could live forever, or money had been spent for seen "to get a thick stand" that should have been saved for fertilizer?

The writer is fully aware of the "too much theory" criticism that can be applied to the statements in this article. But think over those "theories" that have been written and those to follow and then use your own judgment. There is a fact back of each theory.

Let's consider just what seeding a green with South German bent at a rate of 10 lbs. per 1,000 square feet means. Assume we use 80-80 bent. This means 80% of one pound purchased is bent seed, 80% of which will germinate.

One pound of pure German bent seed contains well over 6,000,000 seeds. We will call it 6,000,000 to avoid an argument. 80% of 6,000,000 is 4,800,000. Therefore in one pound of seed as we buy it, there are 4,800,000 bent seeds. 80% of 4,800,000 is 3,840,000, the number of viable seeds. Cultural loss will account for 5% or 192,000, leaving 3,648,000 seeds that will develop into young plants. That means in 10 lbs. of German bent seed there can be expected 36,480,000 plants on 144,000 square inches of soil, if the rate of application is 10 lbs. per 1,000 square feet; or 250 plants per square inch. Isn't that rather thick? Won't it pay to figure the rate of seeding a bit theoretically?

Given the same quotation on two grades of Kentucky bluegrass seed, one 85-80 the other 80-85 which is to be preferred? Actual viable seed would be the same, but the 80-85 grade has 5% more impurities than the 85-80 grade.

Watch Weed Count

Chaff alone, reduces the seed count, but does not injure the seeding. It is the weed count that is to be carefully noted.

Prices quoted on a certain grass seed are: 90-90 @ $.95 and 80-80 @ $.85 per 100 lbs. Which is the better buy, price only to be considered?

One pound of viable seed from the 90-90 sample would cost 95 \( \div (0.90 \times 90) \) or \$1.17, and one pound of viable seed from the 80-80 sample would cost 85 \( \div (0.80 \times 80) \) or \$1.32.

Not only is the lower grade seed usually more expensive but one has to purchase more seed to get an equivalent stand of grass, adding to the carrying charges.

The following shows the amount of seed to purchase to obtain one pound of pure seed, from seeds of varying degrees of purity and germination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GERMINATION</th>
<th>Purity</th>
<th>Lbs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The facts and factors listed are not all that contribute to the success or failure of fall seeding. It is hoped that the article will have value in two ways. One, through the information it may impart, the other, that it will be so confusing (or clear) to those not actually caring for the turf, that they will realize that a greenkeeper has many things to consider even in one "little job" like fall seeding.
START your 1931 feeding program now with Armour's Special Turf Fertilizer. A generous Fall application develops sturdy root structure during the winter and gives prolific early Spring growth.

The new grass will be more vigorous and resistant to wear as Armour's Special Turf Fertilizer builds up the roots.

Send post-card below for free booklet: "Solving the Turf Problem".
Start your 1931 feeding program now. Fall feeding with Armour's 10-8-6 Special Turf Fertilizer produces turf that will carry green longer and permit play later in the Fall and earlier in the Spring. It develops a hearty root structure which makes for a permanent, weed free turf.

It is not the quantity of grass that can be cut from a green that makes for a good playing surface. The color, texture, smoothness and wearing quality of the turf determines its value to a golf course.

There is a great difference between forcing top growth with nitrogen carriers and in feeding systematically for a strong, healthy root structure that builds a lasting turf.

If you would have your course the pride of its members, develop a permanent weed free turf, by adopting a complete 1931 feeding program this Fall, feeding generously the fairways as well as greens. Mail post-card below for folder telling how.

Armour's Special Turf Fertilizer 10-8-6 is an accepted golf course standard. A complete fertilizer for both fairways and greens.

**Armour Fertilizer Works**
Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen:

Please send me copy of folder entitled "Solving the Turf Problem".

Please give prices on Armour's Special Turf Fertilizer. We wish to fertilize

Fairways on __________ holes.

Greens on __________ holes.

Club ___________________________ Name ___________________________

Street __________________________ Position ___________________________

City __________________________ State __________________________